FOR GAS APPLICATIONS
RS CHIMNEY FAN
Made of high quality, recycled cast
aluminum, the RS Chimney Fan keeps the
perfect draft for gas appliances. The fan
features a quiet, enclosed pre-lubricated
motor. The FSC variable Fan Speed Control
comes standard with fan.

MECHANICAL FIREPLACE
DAMPER
The low profile Mechanical Fireplace Damper
(MFD) is an accessory used in conjunction
with an ADC100 and RS Chimney Fan as part
of the EcoDamper System or an ADC150
and RS Chimney Fan as part of the IntelliDraft
System. This automated damper prevents
conditioned air from escaping through the
chimney when the fireplace is not in use and
eliminates the need for glass doors.

THE ENERVEX CHIMNEY FAN SYSTEM
HAS BEEN MANUFACTURED FOR
MORE THAN 50 YEARS!
We care about the environment, so only the best materials
and components are used, and we use recycled materials
whenever safe and possible.

THE ENERVEX CHIMNEY FAN SYSTEM
WITH “BUILT-IN” COMFORT
Unlike other fireplace cures, the ENERVEX Chimney Fan
System comes with exceptional warranties:

6 month
unconditional

PDS1 PROVEN SWITCH
Use the PDS1 Proven Draft Switch to
provide protection from insufficient draft.
When there is an unsafe draft, the switch
shuts down the gas-fired appliance.

FOR SOLID-FUEL APPLICATIONS

2 year

factory
warranty

For more information check us out on the web:

www.enervex.com
Features: • Dealer Locator • Fan Selector • Online Library

Your Preferred Dealer:

RSHT CHIMNEY FAN
The RSHT Chimney Fan is a high temperature
fan used to maintain the proper draft in a solid
fuel chimney or stack system. It is intended
for wood, pellet or coal burning appliances. It
boasts a 1000°F temperature rating. The FSC
variable Fan Speed Control comes standard
with fan.

MANUAL FIREPLACE DAMPER
The MFD-S Manual Fireplace Damper for
solid fuel prevents conditioned air from
escaping through the chimney when
the fireplace is not in use, and prevents
backdraft down the chimney. It includes a
30' cable with handle that is mounted inside
the fireplace.

corrosion
perforation
warranty

money-back
guarantee

ADC100/ADC150 CONTROL
The ADC100 and ADC150 Fan and Damper
Controls, for gas fireplaces, feature a draft
switch that shuts the appliance off when there
is not enough draft, protecting your family
from dangerous flue-gases. The ADC150 has
the added feature that automatically maintains
the perfect draft by modulating the fan speed
when the pressure changes.

10 year

ENERVEX Inc.
info@ENERVEX.com
www.enervex.com

P: 770.587.3238
T: 800.255.2923
F: 770.587.4731

THE GUARANTEED
SOLUTION TO
SMOKING
FIREPLACES
EFFICIENT VENTING FOR FIREPLACES

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

THE ENERVEX CHIMNEY FAN SYSTEM
IS THE GUARANTEED SOLUTION
TO SMOKING FIREPLACES OR
WOODSTOVES

WHAT KIND OF GUARANTEE DO I HAVE THAT I
WILL BE SATISFIED WITH THE FAN?
ENERVEX offers a 6-month unconditional money-back
guarantee, 2-year factory warranty on the motor and a
10-year corrosion perforation warranty.

CAN THE FAN BE RECESSED OR HIDDEN?
Yes, the fan may be recessed or hidden with chimney pots,
copper caps, or cupolas as long as the fan is allowed to vent
properly.

$
$

DOES THE CHIMNEY FAN HAVE TO BE
REMOVED EVERY TIME I HAVE MY CHIMNEY
CLEANED?
No. The fan is equipped with hinges. Simply open for easy
access to the flue and fan blades.

CAN YOU RUN THE WIRE INSIDE THE FLUE?

$
The perfect fire features a flame that’s just the right size—
not too high or too low and that doesn’t allow smoke to
escape from the fireplace.
A fireplace that doesn’t get a good draft spills smoke, soot,
and ash into the house, creating a mess and an unsafe and
unpleasant environment.
The ENERVEX Chimney Fan System provides a reliable
draft in your chimney—all the time. And you’ll never even
notice that it’s there.

No. However, you may run it inside a chase. Otherwise, it will
have to be run on the outside of the chimney.

AESTHETICALLY PLEASING
After you install the ENERVEX Chimney Fan
System, you’ll be the only one who knows
it’s there. The fan’s compact design makes
it less noticeable than most chimney caps.
It can also be recessed or hidden under a
bluestone or chimney enclosure.

WHAT IF THE CHIMNEY FAN HAS A CONSTANT
DOWNDRAFT AND ODOR WHEN NOT IN USE?
Simply run the chimney fan at a low speed. This will not
affect the longevity of the fan.

DOES THE FAN ALWAYS HAVE TO BE ON
WHEN I HAVE A FIRE IN THE FIREPLACE?

QUIET

We recommend that you run the fan when you operate the
fireplace. You may, however, run it at a very low speed. This
will ensure the motor is cooled and therefore increase the
longevity of the fan.

With the ENERVEX Chimney Fan System’s
whisper-quiet operation, you won’t be
distracted by motor noise. Instead, all you’ll
hear is the crackle of the fireplace.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU HAVE A FIRE IN THE
FIREPLACE AND A POWER FAILURE OCCURS?

NO MODIFICATIONS
When you use the ENERVEX Chimney Fan
System, you won’t have to change the
design of your fireplace, modify the fireplace
opening or make any major renovations to
the walls or the chimney.

You will most likely experience the same problems you had
before the chimney fan was installed.

ENERGY EFFICIENT
Whether your fireplace is old or new, the ENERVEX
Chimney Fan System is right for you.

Because the energy efficient ENERVEX
Chimney Fan System consumes a minimal
amount of energy—about as much as
a standard light bulb—you don’t have
to worry about high energy bills or an
overloaded circuit breaker.

$
Installing the fan on top of the chimney is fast and easy.

